LORYN LENARTOWICZ
PROFILE Critical thinker, inquisitive learner, and educator of children and teachers with 10 years of
experience in education seeking a career opportunity to impact educational settings, practices,
and thought in order to bridge the divide between what works in education and what occurs daily
in a classroom.
EDUCATION Harvard Graduate School of Education
Master of Education in Educational Leadership
Bank Street College of Education
Master of Science in General Childhood Education
Brigham Young University
Bachelor of Arts in International Development

EXPERIENCE HIGHLAND ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, Lake Worth, FL, 2005-2008, 2010-current
Math Teacher and Afterschool/Summer Program Director
 Designed and implemented a math program that brought 80% of a heterogeneous group of
students at least 1½ years of growth in math
 Created a professional development “club” for teachers interested in continuous improvement
and honing their teacher-leader skills
st
 Director of the 21 Century Community Learning Center Afterschool and Summer program,
an academic and personal enrichment program with 60 students
LINDSEY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, Warner Robins, GA, 2009-2010
Math Coach
 Guided 40 math teachers regarding a range of effective and innovative mathematics practices
through individual discussions, coaching sessions, demonstration lessons, and professional
development programs
 Developed assessment tracking templates to assist teachers and school administration to
monitor students’ progress in meeting state proficiency
RICHARD J. MURPHY SCHOOL, Boston, MA, 2008-2009
Principal Intern
 Conducted interviews and surveys to better understand and address the needs of the staff and
parents regarding school policies and school communications
 Authored the bi-weekly home-school newsletter and developed community partnerships to
translate it into languages spoken by school parents
 Authored the school’s Parent Handbook
TEACH FOR AMERICA: MIDDLE SCHOOL 206, Bronx, NY, 2003-2005
Reading Teacher
 Participated in a national service of outstanding recent college graduates who commit two
years to teach in an under-resourced public school
 Designed and implemented a project-based curriculum that brought 75% of an entire group of
at-risk students and second language learners up to or beyond grade-level in reading

CERTIFICATIONS Aspiring Leaders Academy (ALA) Certification: will be granted in May 2013
and SKILLS Educational Leadership Certification: Florida, Georgia, Massachusetts
Elementary Education Certification: Florida, Georgia, New York
Clinical Education Certification: Palm Beach County, FL
Singapore Math Trained
Expert in Office Suite programs
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CAREER PATH EXPERIENCE
July 2011 – Present♦ School District-Palm Beach County – General Manager IT Solutions♦
x
x
x
x
x

District budgetary constraints forced downsizing and the dissolution of the Department of IT Governance.
Lead to Completion the District’s Wireless RFP including a protest ultimately allowing Wireless for all schools
Lead to Completion the District’s LAN equipment RFP including a protest allowing the upgrade of all schools
Lead the Internet Circuit Bid saving $1,072,500 while increasing speed for school Internet access
Led the Wireline Circuit Bid which will ultimately save $20,000 per month while increasing speed 500% to schools
Chaired the Technology Clearinghouse Committee (TCC) and Coordinated the Technology Advisory Committee
(TAC) and the Superintendent’s Technology Committee (STC)

August 2008 to July 2011♦ School District-Palm Beach County – Director of IT Governance♦
x
x
x
x
x

Revised or created all School Board Policies related to technology Policies: 2.50, 2.501, 5.813,8.123, 8.125, IT
User Standards and Guidelines Manual
Lead a department of four staff members coordinating Policies development, Audits, Workflow Design, and
Oversight
Presented - 2007 Florida Educational Technology Conference (FETC) – IT Governance for K12 Organizations
Normalized the New Employee Orientation for Technology which ensure all employees received exactly the same
training
Lead the first training of all District employees on the Employee’s use of technology

October 2005 – August 2008 ♦ School District-Palm Beach County – Director, IT Operations♦
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Sept. 2007 ♦ (Acting CTO per Dr. Johnson)
Envisioned, promoted, and began the implementation of ITIL as the divisional framework for service improvement
Directed the Data Center supporting all Mainframe operations, Student Scheduling, Report Cards, Payroll checks,
electrical, and cooling upgrades
Communicated and interacted with internal and external stakeholders including the Principals Technology
Committee, District’s Building Committee, and the STC
Envisioned and inspired the District’s first Disaster Recovery site
Lead the improvements in IT’s Change Management process, by using ITIL frameworks and ChangeGear software
Directed improvements in the Printing Services Section
Directed the Records Management section, which coordinates the District’s Records Management Program,
including records retention/disposal in compliance with State and Federal Statutes
Co-authored with Intel – Not if, but When: A Technical Blueprint for K-12 Disaster Recovery and Learning
Continuity
Presented - 2007 Florida Educational Technology Conference (FETC) – K12DR Disaster Recovery and Edbusiness Continuity in K12
Restructured the Mainframe Engineering, reducing the staff 40% from five full FTE to three FTE and maintained
standards
Implemented the first divisional weekly newsletter (YT&T) which shared Yesterday’s Today’s and Tomorrow’s
information
Directed a multi-million dollar budget while staying abreast of technology through Gartner research and multiphone conferences with research specialists
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July 2000 – October 2005 ♦ School District-Palm Beach Co – Director, Network & Technical Services♦
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Directed Network Services from its inception and increased its Principals’ rating four years in a row, in the annual
Survey of Support Services to Schools, as follows: Year 2002 rating 4.10, Year 2003 rating 4.19, Year 2004 rating 4.20,
and Year 2005 rating 4.23 (Department was not included in the 2000-2001 survey)
Led and facilitated the merger of three dissented organizational units (Computer Hardware Support, PC and Server
Software Support, and the Telephone unit) into the Department of Network Services. This was a melding of divergent
cultures, work processes, attitudes, and functions.
Managed multi-million dollar budgets of both capital and operating funds, during critically fragile budget periods.
Lead a staff of 81 comprised of management, clerical, technical support and implementation members who functioned at
different strategic, tactical, and operational levels.
Reduced costs and advanced District technology under very stringent financial and organizational constraints by
developing strategies, formulating plans and implementing.
Kept abreast of technologies and state-of-the-art techniques through reading, research, colleges, and contacts.
Approved estimates of labor and material costs related to network installation, expansion, preventive maintenance, and
repair.
Secured a donation of over $900,000 worth of electronics which became the core devices in our middle schools, thereby
allowing a gigabit backbone and 100mbs to the desktops in those schools.
Enhanced inventory controls by directing the merger of Network Services’ data and voice/phone equipment.
– See Attached: Long-Standing Milestones –

August 1998 – July 2000 ♦ School District of Palm Beach County – Manager, Distributed Technology♦
x

Envisioned, designed, and directed the revised infrastructure allowing Windows 2000x, Active Directory, and Exchange
email to be implemented in the District, replacing eight different non-linkable systems (This e-mail system became the
official District email December 1, 2003; it was the basis for a fully collaborative system.)

x

Designed and implemented Fulton Holland Education Service Center’s (FHESC’s) Local Area Network (LAN)
electronics upgrade, from a system that was failing daily, to a state-of-industry Gigabit backbone and 100 megabit to
the desktop system
Submitted and managed multi-million dollar departmental budgets, both capital and operating
Planned and implemented 90 Elementary Instructional labs with Windows 98 and Windows NT under budget and ahead
of schedule
Assisted the Director in recommending and approving all technology purchases throughout the District
Established procedures and policies for network maintenance and repair
Provided personnel recommendations and supervised, evaluated, and reviewed work of assigned personnel
Lead 44 staff members in the implementation, support, and advancement of technology within the District as noted on
the attached: Long-Standing Milestones
Liaison to the Principals’ technology committee gathering feedback on direction and support
Directed the incremental move from costly ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) connections to schools to the faster less
expensive IP protocol, which also allows IP trucking to load balance voice and data traffic, generating further savings.
ATM is a solid technology, simply not best for the District now. (This design won a national recognition for the District.)

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

June 1996 – August 1998 ♦ School District of Palm Beach County – Technology Specialist♦
x
x
x

Supported, consulted, and recommended School and Department technology
Planned and recommended District Technology, business and instructional
Advised the development and the expansion of the District’s: Local Area Networks (LAN), Wide Area Network (WAN),
Mainframe connectivity (3270), Novell Files Servers, Instruction and Business Applications

1992 - June 1996 ♦ School District of Palm Beach County – Area Technology Coordinator♦
x
x
x

Directed Instructional and Administrative (business) technology for Area IV
Coordinated all technological implementation for 24 Area schools
Developed and coordinated staff development for instructional technology and administrative technology
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x
x
x
x

Facilitated School Improvement programs and process for Area IV Schools
Liaison for Technology and Education to Area Community Education Committees
Coordinating and directly training the Instructional Technology Support Assistants
Secured a major donation of 200+ Personal Computers from IBM

1988 - 1992 ♦ School District of Palm Beach County – Information Center Specialist♦
x
x
x
x
x
x

Managed the Office Automation Staff
Directed the Board and Superintendent’s Automation Projects
Administrator for District electronic mail - PROFS
Coordinated training for District personnel in Office Applications
Supported numerous Instructional Technology Implementations
Directed all (mainframe) 3270 VM office applications, and PC access to mainframe (3270)

1987 - 1988 ♦ School District of Palm Beach County – Teacher on loan♦
x

Assisted with the design and analysis of the District Automation Project (DAP) – a $30,000,000 District-wide
automation project (Northern Telecom)

1985 - 1987 ♦ School District of Palm Beach County ♦ Northboro Elementary School ♦ Teacher
x

SLD Classroom Teacher, Child Study Team Member, and School Technology Contact

PREVIOUS POSITIONS
1984 - 1985 ♦ Earl Clements Job Corps, Morganfield, Kentucky ♦ Academic Instructor
x

Technology contact and directed the automation of TABE

1983 - 1984 ♦ Utility Cost Control, Henderson, Kentucky ♦ Manager
x

Developed, planned, and installed electronic solutions for electronic energy management

1975 - 1983 ♦ Padgett and Associates, Henderson, Kentucky ♦ Broker Owner
x

Licensed: Real Estate Broker; HUD certified Real Estate Appraiser; Licensed Securities Broker

1971 - 1975 ♦ Boy Scouts of America, Kentucky ♦ District Executive
x

Advocated, promoted, and coordinated the expansion of Scouting in 13 counties in Kentucky

AWARDS / EDUCATION / PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Adjunct Professor/Instructor Nova University and UK Community Colleges
Certified: Assisting Change in Education (ACE); Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS)
Certified: Information Technology Information Library (ITIL) – Service Management
Certified: Conflict Resolution; Target Selection; Support Team Training
Contributing Author: Blueprint Solutions – Not if, but When: A Technical Blueprint for K-12 Disaster Recovery and
Learning Continuity
Government Computer News’ Government IT Leadership Award May 2007
Graduate: National Executive Institute – BSA
Graduate: University of Miami Leadership and Management
Nova University, Fort Lauderdale, Florida - MA
Numerous technology, project management, and leadership classes, training sessions, conferences, and workshops
Presenter – Florida Education Technology Conference (FETC) K-12 Disaster Recovery (multiple years)
School Board of Palm Beach County - Certificate of Recognition
The Computerworld Information Technology Awards Foundation’s 2005 Laureate Award
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x
x
x
x

Trained: APMS Administrative Performance Management System
Trained: ELA Educational Leadership Appraisal; FPMS Florida Performance Management System
Trained: ESOL for Administrators
Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, Kentucky – BA

Some Long-Standing Milestones Directed by Wm. Larry Padgett
LONGITUDINAL OVERVIEW
This longitudinal overview includes milestones starting in 1998 when I was Manager of Distributed Technologies. These improvements
were accomplished at various levels of organizational activity from strategic and tactical, to operational. The technology improvements
repositioned the District in the following alphabetized domains. It should be noted that many improvements overlap the major domains of
the ADMINISTRATING TECHNOLOGY and LEADING THE TECHNOLOGY. Therefore, many of these improvements could easily have been
categorized in a different or multiple domains. For additional details on the enhancements please read the Detail section.

x SOME HIGHLIGHTS
o IP CONVERGENCE PROJECT – Network and Technical Services initiated the IP Convergence Project, which will replace only 15% of
the infrastructure, it won the National Laureate award from Computerworld, a District first. The Computerworld Honors
Foundation identifies and honors visionary use of information technology that produces and promotes positive social change. This
project has paid for itself in four years, through reduced BellSouth expenses and Avaya maintenance costs, while enhancing schools’
911-security, connectivity, and advanced voice and data features.
o STORAGE AREA NETWORK – Network and Technical Services implemented the first Storage Area Network (SAN), which was purchased
in conjunction with the ERP Department. It stored 31 Terabytes or 31 trillion bytes of School and Department data. This could store
the text of every book in Library of Congress and leave 11 terabytes empty, or it could store all movies in four average Blockbuster
video stores.
o HURRICANE RECOVERIES – Network and Technical Services recovered the voice, data, and infrastructure from two hurricanes. Every
system in the District was downed by the hurricanes and all were restored for District use within four hours of the electricity being
restored. This was an extraordinary effort allowing normal District phone and data use when schools opened.
x ADMINISTRATING THE BUSINESS OF TECHNOLOGY
o BUDGET – Reduced the budget through major contributions, restructuring the technology protocols, and enhancing processes.
o FIXED COST – Reduced fixed cost through better technology delivery, organizational adjustments, enhanced technical protocols, and
consolidating.
o IMPLEMENTATION PROCESSES – Enhanced support, reduced cost, and consolidated.
o INVENTORY CONTROLS – Established improved control of the technology inventory.
o ORGANIZATION – Improved technology management by using technology, merging support sections, and discontinuing costly
processes.
o PERSONNEL PRACTICES – Required hands-on testing of all new hires. Empowered staff to research, evaluate, and implement
technology with a high ROI.
o PURCHASING PROCESSES – Redesigned the volume quote specifications which reduced cost and improved technology.
o Board Policies – Lead the initiative and crafted the revising and creation of all Board Policies related to technology within the
District.
o Process Improvement – Lead the institutionalization of ITIL process within IT and the coordinated the Superintendent’s Technology
Committee (STC), Chairs the Technology Clearinghouse Committee (TAC) and championed the alignment
of IT with Schools via IT Governance.
x LEADING THE TECHNOLOGY
o CONSOLIDATION – Reduced cost and improved performance by reducing duplication in technology and personnel, redesigning
infrastructure, and enforcement of standardization.
o ELECTRONICS – Advanced the technology by upgrading the infrastructure, changing the protocols used through the electronics, and
crossing-training personnel.
o INFRASTRUCTURE – Upgraded the infrastructure with better operating systems, improved protocols, and consolidating deliveries.
o PROTOCOLS – Enhanced performance and reduced cost by simplifying protocols for the District.
o STANDARDS – Enforced standards on new technology, protocols, and upgraded infrastructure.
o SUPPORT – Redesigned the support process and improved the Help Desk (circa 1998 more needed).
o TRAINING – Required staff cross-training reducing cost and improving performance.
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Budget – Negotiated with 3COM during their corporate restructuring and secured a donation of over $900,000 worth of electronics
which have become the core devices in our middle schools, thereby allowing a gigabit backbone and 100mbs to the desktops in
those schools.
Consolidation – Directed the integration of the phone equipment areas in departments and schools with the data areas. This
integration is allowing for a more cost-effective solution by reducing duplication of space, equipment, and manpower.
Electronics – Designed and implemented Fulton Holland Education Service Center’s (FHESC’s) Local Area Network (LAN)
electronics upgrade, from a system that was failing daily, to a state-of-industry Gigabit backbone and 100 megabit to the desktop
system.
Fixed Costs - Directed fiber connection between schools located on same School Board parcel reducing cost and improving service
to schools, and laying the foundation for a fiber optic or other high-speed networking.
Fixed Costs – Recommended a partnership with A Angels Help Handing Foundation for the acquisition of Personal Computers
(PCs) to aide in the upgrading of the District’s PC inventory saving funds and replacing outdated 486 PCs. Presented this concept to
all instructional divisions and secured their endorsement. This was “out-of-the-box” thinking, a first of its kind, approved by the
Board, and set new channels to update the PC inventory.
Infrastructure – Directed the change in the District’s direction from Novell’s Network Operating System (NOS) (2.x, 3.x) (circa
1980’s technology) to Windows 2000x NOS. The District’s Network infrastructure was running on it with Microsoft’s blessing
before its official release.
Infrastructure – Directed the move of school’s administrative networks from DOS (circa 1990 technology) to Windows 2000x
which empowers users with a more intuitive system for greater productivity.
Infrastructure – Envisioned, designed, and directed the revised infrastructure allowing Windows 2000x, Active Directory, and
Exchange email to be implemented in the District, replacing eight different non-linkable systems. This e-mail system had 20,000
administrators and teachers using it on a daily basis. (This system became the official District email December 1, 2003)
Inventory Control – Directed the merger of Network Services’ data and voice/phone equipment inventory. This included the
reorganization of the security controls on inventory and the building of a secure and environmentally controlled room to house all of
Network Services’ small electronics, other small costly items, and those requiring climate controlled area. To ensure greater control
the HEAT work order system and MAXIMO was integrated to more easily track the use of inventory used during the completion of
a work order.
Organizational – Directed the design and development of multiple Access databases for the administration of Network Services.
These systems did track Network Services’ budgets, software, and non-confidential staff information before Peoplesoft.
Organizational – Directed the electronic designing, movement, and storage of drawing and schematics used in the management the
District’s phone system (key sheets). This new process allowe all involved and authorized staff to view, update, and/or modify the
drawings in real-time subject to their authority.
Organizational – Discontinued the costly CCC technical support ($800,000 annually) and replaced it with internal support which
delivers better, more integrated support for schools, saving approximately ½ million dollars per year.
Organizational – Envisioned and redesigned the technology support model and upgrading the HelpDesk personnel (further
upgrading needed). Directed the purchase and implementation of the HEAT work order system. Moving work orders off the
Mainframe (WK01) to a Web-enabled Window system that automatically generates status reports, builds a knowledge-base
allowing more rapid solution of reoccurring problems, and natively integrated with Word, Excel, and Access.
Organizational – Facilitated the merger of three dissented organizational units (Computer Hardware Support, PC and Server
Software Support, and the Telephone unit) into the Department of Network Services. This was a melding of divergent cultures,
work processes, attitudes, and functions.
Personnel Practices – Empowered staff to enhance the hiring process to include two tests and an interview before the hiring of new
employees. The testing includes: a written test on legacy, current, and emerging technologies, and a hands-on test on these
technologies ensuring solid hires.
Protocol – Directed the incremental move from costly ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) connections to schools to the faster
less expensive IP protocol, which also allows IP trucking to load balance voice and data traffic, generating further savings. ATM
was a solid technology, simply not best for the District.
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Protocol – Directed the piloting of VoIP (voice over IP) at two schools, Boynton Beach High School and Odyssey Middle School,
which showed the its potential to provide a more cost-effective way of delivering phone service.
Protocol – Directed the Wireless pilot and recommend that wireless be used within District facilities before the District’s Aerohive
implementation.
Purchasing processes – Redesigned the volume-purchasing specifications to include “Obsolescence Protection”, which the industry
later calls “Evergreen”, guaranteeing component enhancements during the contact period without price increases. Obsolescence
Protection and continued negotiations have saved millions of dollars off the state contract price since the revised volume-purchasing
specifications.
Standardization – Chaired the Building Committee’s Technology Subcommittee that designed and implemented the evaluation
process for technical requests submitted to the Building Committee. This committee’s actions reduced the cost of the purchases by
40% without reducing the functionality of the technology needs.
Standardization – Directed the standardization on Attachmate software for mainframe access. It was Windows 2000x compliant,
delivers Web-based access, and had potential for even greater functionality.
Standardization – Directed the standardization on laser printers for schools replacing (c. 1980 technology) dot matrix printers and
chaired the committee that standardized on the latest scanner technology replacing antiquated equipment at all schools. This
positioned the District for the elementary report card while enhancing grade and attendance scanning.
Training – Directed the cross-training of personnel in the hardware, software, and phone groups allowing more flexible alignment
of resources. It is also allowing a more seamless hand-off between groups for support and begins readying staff advancements in
technology.
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